Costa neoRiviera
Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
12 January, Male
ITINERARY
DATE

PORT

ARRIVAL

DEPARTURE

01/12

Male

-

0000

01/13

Male

0000

2000

01/14

...CRUISING...

-

-

01/15

Colombo

0700

1700

01/16

...CRUISING...

-

-

01/17

Mormugao

0830

1700

01/18

Bombay/Mumbai

0800

0000

01/19

Bombay/Mumbai

0000

-

AVAILABLE EXCURSIONS
Male - 13/01/2019
00SR DISCOVERY: RELAX AT THE PARADISE ISLAND RESORT (MORNING)
00SS COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF ADAARAN RANNALHI (morning)
01LY DISCOVERY: MALDIVES SNORKELING
028X TOP EXPERIENCE: PARADISE ISLAND RESORT FD
01LO DISCOVERY: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF CINNAMON ISLAND DHONVELI
01LQ DISCOVERY: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF ADAARAN VADOO (full day, lunch not inclusive)
6360 COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF CINNAMON ISLAND DHONVELI (morning)
6652 COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF THE BANDOS ISLAND RESORT (afternoon)
Colombo - 15/01/2019
01MV TOP EXPERIENCE: FULL DAY CITY TOUR OF GALLE
01N8 DISCOVERY: TEA FACTORY & TEA PLANTATION
021L TOP EXPERIENCE: THE BUDDIST SOUL OF COLOMBO
6061 COLLECTION: PANORAMIC TOUR OF COLOMBO
6062 DISCOVERY: COLOMBO, BETWEEN PRESENT AND PAST
6063 COLLECTION: RELAX ON THE BEACH OF NEGOMBO
6064 TOP EXPERIENCE: PHILANTROPY TOUR - PINNAWELA ELEPHANT ORPHANAGE
Mormugao - 17/01/2019
6041 COLLECTION: OLD GOA AND THE CAPITAL, PANJIM
6042 DISCOVERY: SPIRITUALITY IN GOA
6043 FREE STYLE: SUNSHINE IN GOA
6045 DISCOVERY: THE CULTURE AND FLAVOURS OF GOA AND A TOUR OF THE PLANTATIONS
6046 TOP EXPERIENCE: EXPERIENCE LA GOA AND BEACH
Bombay/Mumbai - 18/01/2019
6038 DISCOVERY: MUMBAI BY NIGHT AND TRADITIONAL DANCING
6034 DISCOVERY: THE BEST OF MUMBAI
6032 COLLECTION: THE CAVE TEMPLES OF ELEPHANTA ISLAND
6033 DISCOVERY: DISCOVER MUMBAI'S HISTORICAL AND ARTISTIC HERITAGE BY WALKING
01PD TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL - single room
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01PE TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL - double room
01PF TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL - triple room
01I2 DISCOVERY: MUMBAI BY LIGHTS – A CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS (evening tour)
6031 COLLECTION: CITY TOUR OF MUMBAI
6029 TOP EXPERIENCE: THE ELEPHANTA CAVES AND THE CITY OF MUMBAI
Bombay/Mumbai - 19/01/2019
6029 TOP EXPERIENCE: THE ELEPHANTA CAVES AND THE CITY OF MUMBAI
6031 COLLECTION: CITY TOUR OF MUMBAI
01LT TOP EXPERIENCE: GOOD MORNING MUMBAI!
01JX COLLECTION: SNAPSHOTS OF MUMBAI ending airport
01JY COLLECTION: LIFE IN MUMBAI ending airport
6033 DISCOVERY: DISCOVER MUMBAI'S HISTORICAL AND ARTISTIC HERITAGE BY WALKING
6032 COLLECTION: THE CAVE TEMPLES OF ELEPHANTA ISLAND
6034 DISCOVERY: THE BEST OF MUMBAI
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Male
DISCOVERY: RELAX AT THE PARADISE ISLAND RESORT (MORNING)
Description
Imagine an island right in the middle of the Indian Ocean, with bright white beaches, a lagoon awash in deep blues and aquamarines,
and soaring coconut palms swaying in the breeze. This is paradise - Paradise Island Resort & Spa to be precise, an uncompromising
destination of luxury and comfort. A network of paved pathways winds through the lush grounds, connecting the oceanfront
accommodation, gourmet dining spots, sports facilities, and an inspiring spa - each serving to make your Maldives island resort
holiday whatever you’d like it to be. Treat yourself to true tropical-inspired luxury at this alluring Maldives island hotel, where
unforgettable experiences await.
What we will see
●

Malé: transfer by traditional local boat

●

Paradise Island Resort: welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic), beach, sea

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins in Malé. From the capital, we board a traditional local boat and head for the Paradise Island Resort.

●

During the trip to the resort, it is sometimes possible to spot dolphins, now increasingly common in this area.

●

When we arrive at our destination, we are offered a welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic) following which we are free to spend the
next three hours enjoying everything the island has to offer. It is one of more than a hundred Maldivian islands to be entirely
run by a single resort, as a result of the one island, one resort policy.

●

During our visit we can enjoy the beach around the resort or relax in the shade of the trees. A day at the Paradise Island
Resort is a unique experience as it is the establishment's mission to celebrate and preserve in the best way possible the beauty
of the natural environment that surrounds it. The sea surrounding the island offers an incredible spectacle, with stunning
shades of blue that merge together where the lagoon meets the ocean, at the edge of the coral reef.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

00SR

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 139.00

EUR 104.25

Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Male
COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF ADAARAN RANNALHI (morning)
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Description
Following the short boat ride, time at leisure will be afforded at Adaran Club Rannalhi for approximately three hours where you will
be able to relax on the beach,
take a cooling dip in the crystal clear waters of the sea. Featured as one of the best Resort Islands in Maldives, Its unique location
offers access to pristine beaches. With seamlessly blending and breath-taking coastal landscape , the resort is the perfect getaway
for a relaxed time on the sof sandy beaches by the turquoise blue waters of the Indian Ocean.
What we will see
●

Malé: transfer by traditional local boat

●

Adaraan Club Rannalhi: welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic), beach, sea, Swimming Pool

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins in Malé. Aboard a traditional local boat, we set off from the capital and head for a Maldivian island where
there is only one resort, the Adaraan Club Rannalhi, as a result of the one island, one resort policy.

●

During the trip to the island, it is sometimes possible to spot dolphins, now increasingly common in this area.

●

We are greeted at the resort with a welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic), an excellent opportunity for a toast to our brief but
unforgettable stay on the island.

●

We have a few hours to visit the island at our own pace, to explore the beach around the resort or relax in the shade of the
trees by the pool. The Adaraan Club Rannalhi has a mission to celebrate and preserve in the best way possible the beauty of
the surrounding natural environment and so it never fails to treat its guests to a unique experience. Undoubtedly, the
surrounding blue sea makes the island even more beautiful.

●

Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses and suncream.

●

Chairs and sun beds are not rentable but subject to the availability of the venue.

●

This excursion does not include the services of a guide.

●

Transfer from the ship to the jetty takes approx. 10 minutes by motor boat.

●

Transfer from the jetty to the island takes approx. 45 minutes by a traditional localboat.

●

This excursion is not recommended for individuals who suffer from sea sickness or who have mobility problems or back
problems and to pregnant women.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

00SS

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 119.00

EUR 89.25

Type
Recommended to
families

Most wanted
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Male
DISCOVERY: MALDIVES SNORKELING
Description
This adventurous snorkeling tour will make you enjoy the carefree atmosphere in Maldives

What we will see
●

Walking on this tour is mainly at the guests’ discretion during free time; however, there will be natural and uneven surfaces to
negotiate at the beach.

●

The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with mobility concerns as the activity level is considered strenuous at
times.

- Participants should be able to swim and be in good physical condition.
Participants must be at least 12 years of age.?

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01LY

3 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 79.00

EUR 59.25

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Male
TOP EXPERIENCE: PARADISE ISLAND RESORT FD
Description
TROPICAL PARADISE: PARADISE ISLAND RESORT FD
What we will see
·

Price includes: entrance fee, sun bed (as per availability), lunch, 45 minute transfers.

·

Price does not include: towel, any other facilities like SPA, water sports activities, bar & table drinks.

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

028X

7 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 195.00

EUR 146.25

Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Male
DISCOVERY: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF CINNAMON ISLAND DHONVELI
Description
A trip here is always big fun and you’re bound to find yourself trying something new no matter what reason brings you to these
shores.
A look from the skies will show you that island is shaped like open arms, welcoming all who are weary and are in need of rest,
rejuvenation and a brand new vitality. the island, offering something for everyone looking for the exotic and exciting. Energy and
adrenalin are key resources here – and we supply them in excess to each and every one of you.
What we will see
●

Malé: transfer by speed boat

●

Cinnamon Island Dhonveli Resort: welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic), beach, pool, sea

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins in Malé. There we board a speed boat and head for the Cinnamon Island Dhonveli Resort, just 13 km
away. It is one of the many local accommodation establishments that, thanks to the one island, one resort" policy, occupy an
entire island in the Maldives.

●

With a bit of luck, on our way we might spot some dolphins that are increasingly common in this region.

●

Upon arrival at the island, we are welcomed to the resort with a non-alcoholic cocktail, an excellent opportunity for a toast to
our brief but unforgettable stay on the island, the wonders of which we can explore in a few hours.

●

During our visit we can enjoy the beach around the resort or relax in the shade of the trees by the pool. Surrounded by
tropical nature, the turquoise waters of the lagoon and the blue waters of the ocean, Chaaya Island Dhonveli Resort enjoys a
spectacular position that leaves a lasting impression in the hearts and minds of all guests.

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early
to avoid disappointment. Do not forget to bring swimwear, a
towel, sunglasses and sun cream. This excursion does not include
the services of a guide. Transfer from the ship to the jetty takes
approx. 10 minutes by motor boat. Transfer from the jetty to the
island takes approx. 30 minutes by speedboat or traditional local
boat. This excursion is not recommended for individuals who
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suffer from sea sickness or who have mobility problems or back
problems and to pregnant women. Chairs and sun beds are not
rentable but subject to the availability of the venue.?

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01LO

7 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 159.00

EUR 119.25

Type
Water Activity

Meal not included

Male
DISCOVERY: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF ADAARAN VADOO (full day, lunch not
inclusive)
Description
A unique opportunity to relax in a setting that embodies the very essence of the Maldives; white sand beaches and the beautiful
crystal clear waters of the lagoon. The Adaaran Resort is a wonderful establishment located on a private island full of charming
corners and surrounded by rich tropical vegetation.
What we will see
Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses and sun
cream. Chairs and sun beds are not rentable but subject to the
availability of the venue. This excursion does not include the
services of a guide. Transfer from the ship to the jetty takes
approx. 10 minutes by motor boat. Transfer from the jetty to the
island takes approx. 30 minutes by traditional local
boat. This excursion is not recommended for individuals who
suffer from sea sickness or who have mobility problems or back
problems and to pregnant women.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01LQ

6 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 159.00

EUR 119.25

Type
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Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Meal not included

Male
COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF CINNAMON ISLAND DHONVELI (morning)
Description
A trip here is always big fun and you’re bound to find yourself trying something new no matter what reason brings you to these
shores.
A look from the skies will show you that island is shaped like open arms, welcoming all who are weary and are in need of rest,
rejuvenation and a brand new vitality. the island, offering something for everyone looking for the exotic and exciting. Energy and
adrenalin are key resources here – and we supply them in excess to each and every one of you.
What we will see
●

Malé: transfer by traditional speed boat

●

Cinnamon Island Dhonveli Resort: welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic), beach, pool, sea

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins in Malé. There we board a speed boat and head for the Cinnamon Island Dhonveli Resort, just 13 km
away. It is one of the many local accommodation establishments that, thanks to the one island, one resort" policy, occupy an
entire island in the Maldives.

●

With a bit of luck, on our way we might spot some dolphins that are increasingly common in this region.

●

Upon arrival at the island, we are welcomed to the resort with a non-alcoholic cocktail, an excellent opportunity for a toast to
our brief but unforgettable stay on the island, the wonders of which we can explore in a few hours.

●

During our visit we can enjoy the beach around the resort or relax in the shade of the trees by the pool. Surrounded by
tropical nature, the turquoise waters of the lagoon and the blue waters of the ocean, Resort enjoys a spectacular position that
leaves a lasting impression in the hearts and minds of all guests.

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early
to avoid disappointment. Do not forget to bring swimwear, a
towel, sunglasses and sun cream. This excursion does not include
the services of a guide. Transfer from the ship to the jetty takes
approx. 10 minutes by motor boat. Transfer from the jetty to the
island takes approx. 30 minutes by speedboat or traditional local
boat. This excursion is not recommended for individuals who
suffer from sea sickness or who have mobility problems or back
problems and to pregnant women. Chairs and sun beds are not
rentable but subject to the availability of the venue.?

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

6360

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 144.00

EUR 108.00

Type
Water Activity

Refreshments
included

Male
COLLECTION: THE HIDDEN PARADISE OF THE BANDOS ISLAND RESORT
(afternoon)
Description
A unique opportunity to relax in a setting that embodies the very essence of the Maldives; white sand beaches and crystal clear
waters. The Bandos Island Resort is a wonderful establishment located on a private island full of charming corners and surrounded
by rich tropical vegetation. It is one of more than a hundred Maldivian islands to be entirely run by a single resort, as a result of the
one island, one resort policy.
What we will see
●

Malé: transfer by traditional local boat

●

Bandos Island Resort: tropical vegetation, white sand beaches, crystal clear waters

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins in Malé. From the capital, we board a traditional local boat (a dhoni) for a crossing of approximately 45
minutes to the stunning Bandos Island Resort, just 6 km away in the North Malé atoll. The resort was opened in 1972 and is
currently owned by the country's vice president.

●

Once at our destination, we can enjoy plenty of free time to explore the island and its most charming corners, characterised
by tropical plants and palm trees, flanked by its famous white sand beaches.

●

During our stay, we are free to explore the beaches that surround the resort. A day at the Bandos Island Resort is a unique
experience as it is the establishment's mission to celebrate and preserve in the best way possible the beauty of the natural
environment that surrounds it . The sea surrounding the island offers an incredible spectacle, with stunning shades of blue that
merge together where the lagoon meets the ocean, at the edge of the coral reef.

●

After approximately three hours on the island we return to Malé, where our tender awaits us to take us back to the ship,
anchored just five minutes away.

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early
to avoid disappointment. Do not forget to bring swimwear, a
towel, sunglasses and sun cream. This excursion does not include
the services of a guide. Transfer from the ship to the jetty takes
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approx. 10 minutes by motor boat. Transfer from the jetty to the
island takes approx. 30-45 minutes by traditional
local boat. This excursion is not recommended to individuals who
suffer from sea sickness or who have mobility problems or back
problems, and to pregnant women. Use of the pool is not allowed.
Chairs and sun beds are not rentable but subject to the availability
of the venue.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6652

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 135.00

EUR 101.25

Type
Water Activity

Colombo
TOP EXPERIENCE: FULL DAY CITY TOUR OF GALLE
Description
Galle is the best example of a fortified city built by the Portuguese in South and Southeast Asia, showing the interaction between
Portuguese search cultural styles and native traditions. The Galle fort is a world heritage site and is the largest remaining fortress in
Asia built by European occupiers.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01MV

9 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 100.00

EUR 75.00

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Meal Included

Colombo
DISCOVERY: TEA FACTORY & TEA PLANTATION
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Description
Tea enthusiasts and nature lovers will definitely enjoy this fragrant journey into Sri Lanka’s tea industry. Visit the Tea Plantation and
factory located in the western part of Sri Lanka for a fascinating insider’s look in this important industry.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01N8

7 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 70.00

EUR 52.50

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Basket Lunch

Colombo
TOP EXPERIENCE: THE BUDDIST SOUL OF COLOMBO
Description
The perfect excursion for those wishing to sample the city of Colombo's main attractions, including the buddism culture.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

021L

8 Hours approximately

Level

Adult price

Child price

EUR 95.00

EUR 71.25

Type
Meal Included

Colombo
COLLECTION: PANORAMIC TOUR OF COLOMBO
Description
The perfect excursion for those wishing to sample the city's main attractions, including the historic and cultural heritage.
What we will see
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●

The National Museum of Colombo may be closed without prior notice to permit restoration works ordered by the Archaeology
Department of Sri Lanka.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

When visiting the Buddhist Temple of Gangaramaya, you must remove your shoes and wear socks.

●

In order to take photos or film videos within the temple, you must purchase the necessary tickets.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6061

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 45.00

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Colombo
DISCOVERY: COLOMBO, BETWEEN PRESENT AND PAST
Description
The perfect excursion for those wishing to sample the city of Colombo's main attractions, including the historic and cultural heritage.
What we will see
●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

When visiting the Buddhist Temple of Asokaramaya, you must remove your shoes and wear socks.

●

In order to take photos or film videos within the temple, you must purchase the necessary tickets.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6062

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 41.25

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Colombo
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COLLECTION: RELAX ON THE BEACH OF NEGOMBO
Description
Enjoy a day of complete relaxation at Negombo, a resort surrounded by coconut palms and lush vegetation, overlooking the sea
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6063

8 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 70.00

EUR 52.50

Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Tasting

Colombo
TOP EXPERIENCE: PHILANTROPY TOUR - PINNAWELA ELEPHANT ORPHANAGE
Description
The perfect excursion for nature lovers who wish to see Pinnawela's elephants close up and discover how they are looked after.
What we will see
●

Pinnawela: Elephant orphanage

●

Buffet lunch

What we will do
●

We will leave the port of Colombo by coach and head towards Pinnawela, one of the island's most famous attractions.

●

After a scenic journey of over two hours, we finally arrive at the Elephant orphanage, located in a park which spans a surface
area of approximately 25 hectares. The elephant orphanage was created upon the request of the Government of Sri Lanka in
order to take care of orphaned elephants. In 1975, the year it was established, the park was home to just 7 elephants. Today,
it is home to over 60 which have been found abandoned in the forest.

●

We will have the chance to see how the elephants are fed and looked after by the park's staff. Before returning to the ship, we
will enjoy a buffet lunch.

●

The coach transfer from Colombo to Pinnawela takes approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6064

9 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 85.00

EUR 63.75

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Fun

Most wanted

Cultural

Meal Included

Mormugao
COLLECTION: OLD GOA AND THE CAPITAL, PANJIM
Description
Goa is mostly famous for its stunning beaches but there is also a side to it offering great historic and cultural interest. We will find it in
Old Goa where we can admire the beautiful Basilica of Bom Jesus, declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and in the capital,
Panjim, which still retains traces of Portuguese architecture.
What we will see
●

Shantadurga Hindu Temple

●

Se Cathedral

●

Basilica of Bom Jesus

●

Fontainhas Latin quarter

●

Panjim

What we will do
●

Our excursion to the old part of Goa starts with a visit to the Shantadurga Hindu temple, which gives off a serene aura with its
brown, white and peach exterior.

●

Then we will visit two churches: firstly, Se Cathedral, which is dedicated to Saint Catherine and is one of the largest in the city,
secondly, the Basilica of Bom Jesus, which was built by the Jesuits in the 16th century and is home to the remains of Saint
Francis Xavier. These are kept in a marble mausoleum and displayed to the public once every ten years.

●

After we have visited the churches, we enjoy a pleasant stroll through the Latin quarter of Fontainhas with its distinctively
Portuguese charm where we can admire the church and the old Portuguese-style houses.

●

Finally, we head to the capital Panjim, where we can admire the old houses with the pretty balconies and blinds so typical of
Portuguese Goa. We can also enjoy some free time to do some shopping there before returning to the ship.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

We recommend wearing comfortable shoes.
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●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

Shoes must be removed and socks must be worn to visit the temple.

●

It is not permitted to take photos or videos inside the temple.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6041

6 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 41.25

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Mormugao
DISCOVERY: SPIRITUALITY IN GOA
Description
A deeply spiritual excursion that will show us the rich variety of religions and places of worship in this small state, on a journey that
will takes us to churches, temples and mosques.
What we will see
●

Church of Saint Cajetan

●

Shantadurga Temple

●

Safa Masjid Mosque

What we will do
●

Our excursion will start with a visit to the Church of Saint Cajetan, which was modelled on Saint Peter's in Rome and built by
Italian monks from the Order of the Theatines in 1655.

●

In keeping with our spiritual theme, we will visit one of the most famous temples in Goa, Shantadurga, which is dedicated to
the goddess of peace, Durga and dates back to the 18th century.

●

After Shantadurga, the largest and most famous mosque in the whole of Goa awaits us. Known as Safa Masjid or simply "The
Mosque", it was built in 1560 by Ibrahim Adil Shah di Bijapur. Next to the mosque lies a large masonry water tank with small
chambers along one side with "mehrab" designs.

●

The order of the visits may be subject to change.

●

We recommend wearing comfortable shoes.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.
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●

Shoes must be removed and socks must be worn to visit the temple.

●

It is not permitted to take photos or videos inside the temple.

●

Only men are allowed to enter the mosque.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6042

4 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 41.25

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Recommended to
families

Mormugao
FREE STYLE: SUNSHINE IN GOA
Description
Even though a day on the beach may seem like a paradox in India, the blue sea and golden sand are the main attraction in Goa,
which boasts miles of sandy, picture-postcard beaches and excellent facilities for tourists.
What we will see
●

Beach

●

Crystal-clear waters

●

Golden, sandy beaches

What we will do
●

We leave the port and take a short ride to a wonderful beach that offers the utmost comfort.

●

We will be completely free for a few hours to thoroughly relax by the sea. Or we can simply flop onto a sun lounger and feel
the warmth of the sun's rays on our skin.

●

Sun loungers will be provided by the hotel (subject to availability).

●

The excursion includes the help of a local, English-speaking escort.

●

Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses and sun cream.

●

You need to be able to swim and be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

6043

6 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 49.00

EUR 36.75

Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Meal Included

Mormugao
DISCOVERY: THE CULTURE AND FLAVOURS OF GOA AND A TOUR OF THE
PLANTATIONS
Description
Goa is synonymous with the sand and sea, but it also conceals a cultural side which we mustn't overlook. So why not discover the
numerous places of historic and religious interest, the secrets of the spice plantations and the local flavours.
What we will see
●

Se Cathedral

●

Basilica of Bom Jesus

●

Shri Nageshi Temple

●

Spice plantation

●

Traditional lunch

What we will do
●

Our excursion will start with a visit to two churches: the first is one of the largest churches in the city, Se Cathedral dedicated
to Saint Catherine and the second is the Basilica of Bom Jesus, which was built by the Jesuits in the 16th century and is
home to the remains of Saint Francis Xavier. These are kept in a marble mausoleum and displayed to the public once every
ten years.

●

After visiting the churches, we will head to the Shri Nageshi temple, an 18th-century temple with its own unique, classic
elegance. It is dedicated to Shiva.

●

At this point, there is something truly unique in store for us as we discover the secrets of spice cultivation at the Spice
plantations and enjoy a traditional lunch after the tour.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

We recommend wearing comfortable shoes.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

Shoes must be removed and socks must be worn to visit the temple.

●

It is not permitted to take photos or videos inside the temple.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

Costa neoRiviera - Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6045

6 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 77.00

EUR 57.75

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Recommended to
families

Meal Included

Mormugao
TOP EXPERIENCE: EXPERIENCE LA GOA AND BEACH
Description
EXPERIENCE LA GOA AND BEACH
What we will see
●

Se Cathedral

●

Basilica of Bom Jesus

●

Nageshi Temple

●

Beach

What we will do
●

We leave the port by coach and head to Goa, where we will have the chance to broaden our knowledge of Indian philosophy
and religion.

●

We start by visiting two important churches in Old Goa, which are testament not only to its colonial past but also to the city's
grandeur and wealth during the period of Portuguese rule: firstly, Se Cathedral, which is dedicated to Saint Catherine and is
one of the largest in the city, secondly, the Basilica of Bom Jesus, which was built by the Jesuits in the 16th century and is
home to the remains of Saint Francis Xavier. These are kept in a marble mausoleum and displayed to the public once every
ten years.
After visiting the churches, we head to the famous Shri Nageshi Temple, which is dedicated to the gods and goddesses of the
Hindu pantheon. It clearly retains the Hindu style that was at its peak in the 18th century.
And now for some relaxation! We head to the Beach Hotel where we can make the most of a delicious buffet and then relax
with a swim in the pool, head to the beach or simply lie back and soak up the sun!

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Costa neoRiviera - Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
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6046

7 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

EUR 80.00

EUR 60.00

Type
Water Activity

Cultural

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
DISCOVERY: MUMBAI BY NIGHT AND TRADITIONAL DANCING
Description
At night Mumbai resembles a sparkling jewel: the floodlit monuments and the glittering neon lights invite you to go out and enjoy the
city that never sleeps. During this visit to Mumbai at night we also go a traditional dance performance.
What we will see
●

Marine Drive

●

Asiatic Society

●

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus

●

University of Mumbai

●

Supreme Court Building

●

Gateway of India

●

Buffet

●

Traditional Dancing

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins with a panoramic tour which takes us along the Marina Drive, the long seafront promenade, also known
as the "Queen's Necklace" because it is lined by street lamps that are reminiscent of a pearl necklace. We see the home of the
Asiatic Society and other historic buildings of the city such as the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus, formerly the Victoria Terminus,
the University of Mumbai, the Supreme/High Court Building and the Gateway of India, the symbol of the city.

●

At dinner time we go to a restaurant, where we have a delicious buffet accompanied by a performance of traditional dances
from various Indian states for a wonderful evening before returning to the port.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration
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6038

4 Hours approximately

Easy

EUR 95.00

EUR 71.25

Type
Cultural

Fun

Disabled friendly

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
DISCOVERY: THE BEST OF MUMBAI
Description
Discover the many faces of Mumbai! Learn more about its history from the Fort district and from its imposing buildings and learn
about local customs while we mingle with residents at the market and watch the faithful at prayer in the small and characteristic
temples.
What we will see
●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

The excursion involves lots of walking, it is therefore recommended to wear comfortable shoes.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6034

7 Hours approximately

Level
Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 90.00

EUR 67.50

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
COLLECTION: THE CAVE TEMPLES OF ELEPHANTA ISLAND
Description
An adventurous tour to the caves of Elephanta Island, where we can admire the bas-relief statues sculpted in stone that recount
Indian myths and legends, the perfect excursion for those who wish to learn more about the Hindu religion.

Costa neoRiviera - Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
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What we will see
●

Elephanta Island

●

Elephanta Caves

●

Gateway of India

What we will do
We leave the port by coach and head towards the Gateway of India where we board the ferry that takes us to the cave

●

temples of Elephanta island.
When we reach the island, we have to walk for about 20 minutes or take a 5 minute train ride to where the caves are located

●

and then climb up 120 steps to the entrance of the caves.
In the caves we can admire the temples carved out of the rock that date back to the 8th century AD. The bas-relief statues

●

that are sculpted in the stone are brought to life as the guides recount the Indian myths and legends that animate them. The
cave carvings are centred around the life of Shiva the destroyer. The most impressive ones, however, are dedicated to the
Trimurti of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva: the creator, the preserver and the destroyer.
●

We return to the Gateway of India by ferry and then board the coach which takes us back to the ship.

●

The ferry boat crossing to Elephanta Island takes approximately 1 hour.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

There is only one train to the Elephanta caves; in the unlikely event that it is not running we have to walk for 20-25 minutes
before we can climb the 120 steps to the entrance to the caves. The same applies on the way back. Comfortable shoes with
rubber soles are therefore recommended.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6032

5 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 65.00

EUR 48.75

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Refreshments
included

Bombay/Mumbai
DISCOVERY: DISCOVER MUMBAI'S HISTORICAL AND ARTISTIC HERITAGE BY
WALKING
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Description
In Mumbai every building has its own history which contributes to that of the whole city. We explore these buildings in the narrow
streets of Mumbai's Fort district and remain fascinated by the markets and Bazaars along the Colaba Causeway.
What we will see
●

General Post Office Building

●

Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus

●

Municipal Corporation Building

●

St. Xavier College

●

Western Railway Headquarters Building

●

St. Thomas Cathedral

●

Flora Fountain

●

University of Mumbai

●

High Court Building

●

David Sassoon Library

●

Army and Navy Building

●

Jehangir Art Gallery

●

Prince of Wales Museum

●

Gateway of India

●

Shopping at Colaba Causeway or Mangaldas Bazaar and Mahatma Jyotibha Phule Market

●

Dhobhi Ghat, Cuffe Parade

What we will do
●

We set off by coach to Mumbai's so-called "Fort" district. Although it is difficult today to imagine a fort in Mumbai, the British
built one here, the walls of which no longer exist, although various monuments survive that bear witness to the remains of a
bygone era. As the Fort district is very large, part of our excursion is conducted on board the coach. We'll see the General Post
Office Building, the Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus, once known as the Victoria Terminus, the Municipal Corporation
Building, St. Xavier College and the Western Railway Headquarters Building.

●

When we arrive at St. Thomas Cathedral, we leave the coach to visit the inside of the church.
We leave the cathedral to enjoy an interesting walk through the district, during which we will pass in front of the Flora
Fountain, the graceful stone fountain dedicated to the Roman goddess. We then pass by the University of Mumbai and the
Supreme Court Building, built in Gothic style. We can then admire the David Sassoon Library, the Army and Navy Building, the
Jehangir Art Gallery and the Prince of Wales Museum before ending our tour in style at the famous Gateway of India, the
city's symbol.
From here we head to the Mahatma Jyotibha Phule Market, also known as Crawford Market, where locals buy fruit, flowers
and animals all under the same roof.
For more shopping before returning to the port we can visit the Mangaldas Bazaar where we can find all sorts of products at
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very reasonable prices, from electronics to cars and fabrics.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6033

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 53.00

EUR 39.75

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Sports Lovers

Bombay/Mumbai
TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL single room
Description
A unique opportunity to spend a day in the heart of the Indian subcontinent, to discover the wonders of this fascinating country. We
admire the magnificent Taj Mahal in Agra, we see the local way of living and savor the best of local cuisine. Additionally, we stay in
some of the most luxurious hotels in India.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01PD

33 Hours approximately

Level
Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 990.00

EUR 742.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL double room
Description
A unique opportunity to spend a day in the heart of the Indian subcontinent, to discover the wonders of this fascinating country. We
admire the magnificent Taj Mahal in Agra, we see the local way of living and savor the best of local cuisine. Additionally, we stay in
some of the most luxurious hotels in India.
Costa neoRiviera - Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
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What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01PE

33 Hours approximately

Level
Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 890.00

EUR 667.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
TOP EXPERIENCE: OVERLAND FROM MUMBAI TO MUMBAI, VISIT TAJ MAHAL triple room
Description
A unique opportunity to spend a day in the heart of the Indian subcontinent, to discover the wonders of this fascinating country. We
admire the magnificent Taj Mahal in Agra, we see the local way of living and savor the best of local cuisine. Additionally, we stay in
some of the most luxurious hotels in India.
What we will see
This tour is for guests with flights after 9 pm
Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01PF

33 Hours approximately

Level
Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 690.00

EUR 517.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
DISCOVERY: MUMBAI BY LIGHTS – A CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS (evening tour)
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Description
"Mumbai by lights” will indulge you in a totally different facet of the city of Mumbai – a City that never sleeps.
What we will see
The departure time will be on the late afternoon. We suggest you have a rich snack before departure of the excursion. The tour
includes a light tasting. You will find a light dinner in the cabin on your return.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

01I2

5 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 45.00

Type
Cultural

Fun

Tasting

Bombay/Mumbai
COLLECTION: CITY TOUR OF MUMBAI
Description
The ideal excursion for those who wish to embark on a journey into the heart of Mumbai and explore the places that are
fundamental for an understand this fascinating city.
What we will see
●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

●

We recommend wearing comfortable shoes.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

In order to take photos or film videos within the Prince of Wales Museum, you must purchase the necessary tickets.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6031

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 41.25

Type
Sightseeing

Costa neoRiviera - Maldives, Sri Lanka, India
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Bombay/Mumbai
TOP EXPERIENCE: THE ELEPHANTA CAVES AND THE CITY OF MUMBAI
Description
The ideal excursion for those who wish to embark on a journey into the heart of the Hindu religion and explore the places that are
fundamental for an understand of this fascinating city, complete with a visit to the caves on the island of Elephanta.
What we will see
●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

There is only one train to the Elephanta caves; in the unlikely event that it is not running we have to walk for 20-25 minutes
before we can climb the 120 steps to the entrance to the caves. The same applies on the way back. Comfortable shoes with
rubber soles are therefore recommended.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6029

8 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 110.00

EUR 82.50

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Cultural

Most wanted

Meal Included

Bombay/Mumbai
TOP EXPERIENCE: GOOD MORNING MUMBAI!
Description
This tour, at the day break, will give you a deep insight into the morning life of Mumbai. You will have an amazing experience during a
ride in the local train – the life line of Mumbai, the visit of the bustling wholesale flower and vegetable market and a visit to ISKON
temple to witness and participate in the vibrant morning prayer ritual – ‘Arti’.
What we will see
The tour will start around 5.30 am from the pier, you will have the chance to join breakfast on board after the tour, as well to join
tours departing during the day. Please check with our Tour Office on board our several offers and the related departure times.?

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

01LT

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 40.00

EUR 30.00

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Bombay/Mumbai
COLLECTION: SNAPSHOTS OF MUMBAI ending airport
Description
Enjoy the highlights of the city from the comfort of an air-conditioned motor coach as you set off on a panoramic driving tour of
Mumbai.
What we will see
This tour is sold to guests with international flights departing after 1.00 am (of the day after)
For guests that have booked "Cruise+ Costa Flight" dinner is included.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01JX

7 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 95.00

EUR 71.25

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Meal not included

Bombay/Mumbai
COLLECTION: LIFE IN MUMBAI ending airport
Description
A panoramic drive through the city showcases some of its highlights, including the Gateway of India, the Mumbai High Court and the
University.
What we will see
This tour is sold to guests with international flights departing after 6:00 pm

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

01JY

4 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 70.00

EUR 52.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural
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Legenda
ICONE

DESCRIZIONE
Easy
tour with this designation involve walking over relatively lever terrain. Comfortable shoes are recommended.
Moderate
Tours with this designation can involve a considerable amount of physical activity such as walking over cobblestones or uneven surface, climbing stairs or
steep terrain, swimming in a light current, or bicycle riding. They are not recommended for guest with walking difficulties. Comfortable sturdy shoes are
recommended.
Hard
Tour with this designation involve high physical exertion for extended periods of time. The terrain may be uneven or steep. They are recommended only
for physically fit and adventurous traveller.
Sightseeing
these are primarily motor coach excursions with an emphasis on sight-seeing and very little activity.
Water Activity
Involves the opportunity to swim or the possibility of getting wet.
Fun
dedicated to a young public keen on entertainment.
Eco Natural Trail
dedicated to nature lovers.
Tasting
a light snack will be provided on this excursion.
Meal not included
during excursions free time is given to organise lunch individually.
Most wanted
Guest surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction with these tours.
Basket Lunch
a packed meal is provided from the ship.
Good for shopping
specially dedicated to shopping lovers.
Cultural
dedicated to history, culture and local traditions lovers.
Disabled friendly
Excursions with the handicap sign are for guests with mobility difficulties however should be able to move around independently. Guests in wheelchair
out on excursion need to be accompanied by a third party as assistance by the ship will not be provided. The majority of our agencies require that the
wheelchairs be retractable because sometimes the necessary space needed for a wheelchair is not available. We kindly ask you to contact the Excursion
Office as soon as possible, upon embarkation, to ensure that we find the best possible solution and to reserve the appropriate seat in the required bus
before the departure of the excursions.For further information and for a solution that best fits your need please contact the Excursion Office.
Sports Lovers
for the adventurous, there are our most active shore excursions.
Recommended to families
includes activities that are appropriate for families travelling with children.
New
Brand -new Tour
Meal on board
back on board for lunch/dinner, your guide will be ready to continue the excursion at the end of it.
Meal Included
a meal will be provided on this excursion.
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Refreshments included
Refreshments included.
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Information Notes
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EXCURSIONS
Booking excursions
You can book your excursions before departure at www.mycosta.it by registering and filling in the online form or, on board, by using the interactive TV
system from the comfort of your own cabin or by visiting the Excursions Totem (services only available on board selected ships), or at any stage
during your holiday by dropping off a completed Tour Order Form in the drop box located in the main hall of the ship. Excursions Office staff will be
happy to offer you advice and assistance.
Number of participants
Some excursions require a minimum number of bookings and/or a maximum number of participants. These excursions are available on a first come
first served basis, so it is advisable to book them well in advance.
Duration
The stated duration of excursions is subject to change without prior notice and can vary due to unforeseen circumstances, such as adverse weather
conditions and/or transport delays. The order of certain visits may also be changed for the abovementioned reasons. You are therefore kindly asked
to respect the times announced by the tour guides (stops for food, stops to take photographs, etc.).
Description
The descriptions of excursions are correct at time of publication of this document. In an effort to offer you the highest quality excursions program, in
some cases the descriptions may vary slightly from the excursions themselves.
Guests with limited mobility
Please contact our onboard staff the day before your cruise. They will advise you and try to obtain the necessary equipment for your on-shore
excursion.
Personalised programs
Private cars, limousines or exclusive visits can be arranged upon request on day of departure by contacting the Excursions Office.
Prices
The prices of excursions include transport available on site, which might include coach, limousine, taxi, funicular railways or boats. Meals and/or drinks
are included only when specified in the itinerary of the excursion. Costa Cruises reserves the right to change the prices and itineraries of excursions
without prior notice.
Children and kids
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 are entitled to a 30% discount for excursions on cruises in the Mediterranean and Northern Europe, 25%
for cruises in South America and Transatlantic cruises from/to South America, and 10% for cruises to the Caribbean and Transatlantic cruises from/to
the Caribbean.
There is no charge for children up to the age of 3 provided that parents carry them during transportation.
Squok Club
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 can have fun at the Squok Club while their parents enjoy their excursion. The service is free, but must be
requested in advance.
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